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Owing to the high cost of paper and materials this year, we
have decided to publish only one issue of the F our Corners,
which will be printed the last of the year. As all of our readers
know, we have been trying to make each issue of our school paper
a little better than the one before. With the co-operation of the
rest of the school, we hope to make this issue as pleasing to the
public as our last issue.
There has been a very good school spirit this year, as was
shown when the seniors gave their drama, “The District Attorney.” At this time they cleared about seventy-five dollars,
which proves the loyalty of the school and of the towns-people,
many of whom were not directly connected with the school.

This school spirit was later manifested at our basket-ball games,
where there was always a large attendance. Especially is this
true of the last game which was played against Biddeford. The
hall was literally packed with rooters, who aided us greatly
financially and who also cheered us on to victory.
At the beginning of the year there was considerable discussion
among the members of the Senior class on the question whether
or not they should go to Washington this spring as did the class
of 1915 two years ago. At last, influenced by the explanation
of our principal, Mr. Small, relative to the high cost of traveling
and other expenses, and in consideration of the great number
in the senior class, which is much larger than that of last year
and of the year before, it was decided that the class should not
go as a class. Instead of a trip to Washington the class is to
have a fine graduation, with class parts.
We wish to thank all who have aided us in this and in former
issues of the school paper. Especially do we thank Miss Litch
field, to whom much of the credit for the former success of the
F our Corners belongs. She has been adviser and auditor and
has even helped to raise money to pay for publishing the paper
by coaching the students in the dramas that have been given.
We also wish to thank those who have helped by advertising
in our paper.
CO-OPERATION.
“Co-operation” has been our school motto this year.
We believe that the efficiency of the school spirit in any school
is marked by the feeling of co-operation among the students of
that school. Its presence makes for school spirit and strength.
Its absence makes for weakness, no matter how hard each indi
vidual works for the school. In order to perfect this co-operation
we have learned that each fellow must think of the fellow at his
elbow. Always must one heed the interests and feelings of his
associates. Only when we bury ourselves away from the haunts

of men can we think exclusively of ourselves and be successful
in our selfish thinking. As when we are in the world we look
to others for help, encouragement and advice and must give to
others more than we get, so in our school we have striven to
gain the depth of brotherly interest and breadth of brotherly
vision that Abraham Lincoln had. We hope we have gained a
small portion of this through our thoughts for others and
through our spirit of co-operation, but time alone will reveal in
what measure we have been successful or have failed.
Following our motto "Co-operation" in a practical way, we
have well proven that we have been successful by the great
school spirit shown throughout the whole year. We have all
worked together for whatever cause was at hand. Class barriers,
scholastic attainments, personal dislikes, have all been swept
away and we have worked in unison.
In the fall all worked to make the Junior Supper and enter
tainment a success. At the close of the fall term, when the
seniors gave their annual fair and play, every member of the
school gave his support, the girls’ club making fancy articles,
candy and so on, and the boys giving physical and moral aid.
During the basket ball season many of the ineligible players
turned out for practice, forming a formidable second team, which
gave the first team good hard scrimmages. In the spring when
many of the girls were unable to go with the baseball team on
the trips to support it, they showed an admirable spirit of co
operation when they presented the proceeds of their entertain
ment and social to the team for the purchase of baseball material.
Not only has our spirit of co-operation been manifest inside the
High School, but has spread to the citizens of the town. Mr.
Royal Hudson has given the high school the use of his pasture
for a field, which Mr. Mark Charles has helped to plow. Mr.
Onvil Ward helped at the basket ball games and has co-operated
with the school in many ways. Mr. P. W. Sprague of Boston
equipped the baseball team with its splendid suits and other ma
terial. The editor knows of several parents who have been
pressed with work at times when their boys were to represent

the high school on its athletic teams. Rather than take the
boys away from the team they have hired the work done or have
worked extra hard themselves. That is the silent, but active,
co-operation which builds a solid foundation for a strong high
school.
Thus we have become thoroughly convinced that “Co
operation’ has been a successful motto for Scarborough High
School this year.

# d ] 0o l ||a p p c m n p s .
On Tuesday evening, October 31, the senior class gave a
Hallowe’en Dance and Social at the K. of P. Hall, Oak Hill.
There was a large crowd present. Jordan’s Orchestra of Port
land furnished the music.
November IS, the school had a social in the Town Hall just
for the members of the High School. Games and square dances
were played and all had a very enjoyable evening. Sufficient
funds from a smaH admission fee were collected to pay a part of
the deficit on the school paper.
The Junior Class gave a supper and entertainment at the
Grange Hall, Dunstan, Saturday evening, November 25. The
large crowd that filled the small hall had a most pleasant even
ing. The other students of the school co-operated with the Jun
iors to make this a successful event.
SCHOOL ORCHESTRA.
In the early fall a school orchestra was formed with the fol
lowing parts:—violin, Dana Charles, Melville Johnson; man
dolin, Miss MacGregor; cornet, Lawrence Charles; drums, Elmer
Rounds; piano, Mrs. Small.
This has been a big asset in our school life during the past
year, for they have helped to develop school spirit and outside
interest in the school by playing at school and other functions.

The success of the orchestra should spur them on to greater at
tainments next year.
AGRICULTURAL CLUBS.
During the summer of 1916 many of the Scarboro High School
boys joined the Corn Club under the direction of the Extension
Bureau of the University of Maine. Among them were Joshua
Libby, Rudolf Douglass, Dana Charles and Lawrence Charles.
Seed was furnished by the Burnham and Morrill Company of
Portland. The boys tested this, planted and cared for their own
quarter acre, and kept careful accounts of time and labor. In
the latter part of November all the boys in Cumberland County
belonging to the Corn Clubs met in Portland for the contests for
prizes. As guests of the city, they were royally entertained.
Among the Scarboro Boys, two, Dana and Lawrence Charles,
were so high in the contest that they went to Orono during the
Christmas vacation to compete for the State prizes.
In accordance with President Wilson’s urgent appeal to the
farmers to cultivate every inch of soil possible, a large mass
meeting was held at the Knights of Pythias Hall, April 18, 1917.
At 10.15 o’clock scholars and teachers from all over the town
were present. Miss Haskell, the state leader in the Girls’ Clubs,
and Mr. Smith, the agent for Cumberland County in the State’s
Extension Bureau, carefully explained the various clubs (corn
club, potato club, garden club, canning club, poultry club, and
pig club) so that every boy and girl in Scarboro could enter the
-contests and do his part toward keeping our nation supplied with
food.
Remarks were also made by Rev. R. H. Colby and Principal
Veo F. Small.
SENIOR FAIR AND DRAMA.
On Friday afternoon and evening, December 15th, the Senior
•Class gave their annual fair and drama at the Knights of Pythias
Hall, Oak Hill. Although the weather man presented one of the
heaviest snow storms of the season, blocking trolley cars and

roadways, this social affair proved one of the most success
ful ever given by the school. Fancy and useful articles were
sold at moderate prices and many people made the Hall their
shopping center for Christmas gifts. Chances were taken on a
doll, pillow and whip, all of which had been given to the gradu
ating class. After all debts had been paid a net gain of over
seventy dollars was cleared, showing that the whole amount
received was a little over one hundred dollars.
A drama entitled “The District Attorney'’ comprised the enter
tainment, and was most enthusiastically applauded, all of the
parts being well taken and especially well suited to the various
actors. A short synopsis of the play is: Mr. Wm. Seabury,
President of the Seabury Packing Company, together with two
of his political friends, determines to run for District Attorney
a man whom they can influence. For a candidate they decide
upon Bob Kendrick, a young lawyer and football star. Mis
judging his ability, he is elected, and although a suitor for
Dorothy Seabury’s hand, he exposes the graft of her father and
his associates. Seabury commits suicide and Dorothy becomes
estranged from Bob, whom she forgives when she learns that he
has not even spared his own father in the pursuit of his duty.
The cast was as follows:
Mr. Wm. Seabury, President of Seabury Packing Co............. Carl Carter, ’17
Herbert Brownell, Reporter................................................
PaulHiggins,’17
Richard Seabury, Senior at College...........................
EldenMerrill,’19
Bob Kendrick, Lawyer................................................
MillardGower,’17
Billy Reynolds, Freshman ....................................
Wilfred Berry,’17
P. Homer Sullivan, Politician ............................................... Elmer Merrill, ’18
John J. Crosby, Former District Attorney ............................ Fuller Merry, ’17
Jimmie. Office Boy ................
„......................... Paul Higgins, ’17
Howard Calvert, Beverly’s little brother .................... Mertrude Emerson, ’20
Mary, Calvert’s m aid........................................
RuthBowlev,’17
Aunt Hattie, Seabury’s sister ..................................... Mildred Richardson, ’17
Dorothy Seabury, Seabury’s daughter...... ...................... Dorothy Googins, ’17
Beverly Calvert ] ............................
Gladys Willman, ’17
Peggy Marshall
\ Dorothy’s chums.................................. Vida Higgins, ’17
Polly Whitney
J .............................- .......................... Mildred Hudson, ’17
Margaret, servant................................................................ Adelaide Temm, ’17

In this play the strongest parts were those of the male char
acters, and while every part was very well taken, the work of
Gower, as Bob Kendrick, Elmer Merrill, as P. Homer Sullivan,
and Elden Merrill, as Richard Seabury, was especially commend
able. Much praise should, however, be given to the minor char
acters, by whose excellent work the above mentioned characters
profited, particularly in the scene of the football game and later
in the wedding scene, where all of the characters appeared in full
evening dress. Friends of the Seniors will be pleased to learn
that enough money was cleared from this one affair to defray all
expenses of the graduating class.
PUBLIC SPEAKING.
The First Annual Public Speaking Contest of the Scarboro
High School was held in the Town Hall, Wednesday evening,
February 28th. The contest was started primarily to give the
Seniors a little practice before the final drill on the commence
ment parts, but a few students of the lower classes also partici
pated. It is hoped that this is the beginning of more similar
contests to be held each year. This was enthusiastically re
ceived by a large number of people, one of whom said that “the
contest was surprisingly successful.” A part of the success of
the evening was due to the co-operation of the school orchestra
and to Miss Marguerite Burbank of the Leland Powers School of
Oratory.
The following is the program:—
Music—The Orchestra
Columbus
Dorothy Googins
A Boy’s Poem on George Washington ............
Phillip Bowley
Solo
Mrs. Small
The Wedding F e e ............................................. .
Gladys Willman
A Man Passes for What He is Worth ............
Vida Higgins

Joacquin Miller

Emerson

The Angles of Buena Vista .................................................................. Whittier
Ruth Bowley
Solo .................................................................................................................
Mrs. Small
The New South ........................................................................................ Grady
Carl Carter
The F la g .................
Beecher
Alman Young
Readings ........... .............................................................................................
Miss Marguerite Burbank
Music—The Orchestra

The Judges, the Rev. Rensel H. Colby, the Rev. R. H. Kimball
and Dr. B. F. Wentworth, awarded the prize to Almon Young,
to whom was presented a volume of Longfellow's Poems.
ALUMNI BANQUET.
Thursday evening, March 1, 1917, at the request of the Presi
dent, Prof. Clifford Libby, about fifty alumni gathered at the
Moulton House, Dunstan, for an informal banquet and meeting.
The menu was as follows:—
Steamed Clams
Olives

Pickles
Lobster Stew
Fried Clams
French Fried Potatoes
Ice Cream
Cake and Coffee

Before and after the banquet the High School Orchestra
played several selections. After a hearty dinner a few post
prandial remarks were indulged in by Mr. Joseph R. Knight,
President of the Scarboro Board of Trade, and Mr. Veo F. Small,
Principal of the Scarboro High School.
These speakers brought to the attention of the alumni the
condition and the needs of the High School and urged the loyal
and earnest co-operation of every graduate and friends of the
school, because the success of any school depends in a large
measure on the support given it by its friends.
The association voted that there be a fee of fifty cents upon
joining, the money to be used to defray the expenses of the asso
ciation and also to institute prizes for work done in the High

School. About thirty former members of the school have joined
the association. It is an organization for every former member
of the school, whether a graduate of the school or not, and for
all friends of the school, in which all can work for the best
interests of Scarboro High School.
THE SCARBORO GIRLS’ CLUB.
The Girls’ Club was organized in the fall as a social function
of the school life, all the girls being eligible. The first meeting
was out-of-doors, with a marshmallow roast, picnic lunch, and all
kinds of stunts for entertainment. Since many of the girls
were “handy with the needle,” most of the meetings until Christ
mas were devoted to the preparation of articles for the Seniors'
Fair. Yet there was time for a candy pull and a social hour,
with games in the meantime. One of the gayest meetings was
the contest for the best entertainers. The girls went in couples—
each couple to do their little stunt, for the two best received
prizes. R. L„ ’IS, made a capital boy, and V. L,, ’20, was a
realistic Southern mammy in her yellow bandana and “Abram”
at her side.
The Club colors—purple and gold—were finally decided upon
after much discussion, so that most of the girls can now work
the chain stitch around those difficult yellow letters—S. G. C.—on their royal purple pillows. (We must learn something useful
along with our pleasure — that’s why we are having a bit of
Flousehold Economics sandwiched in.)
The girls are willing to share some of their good times with
others, for many of them worked hard for the entertainment and
social which was given primarily to show “what the girls could
do.” It proved a great success, as the proceeds showed that the
entertainment was appreciated. The treasurer presented a small
sum as a gift to the manager of the baseball team to show the
girls’ loyalty to Scarboro High. There are still plans for more
out-of-door meetings this spring and perhaps another entertain
ment for the benefit of a much needed school piano.
Friday evening, April 28, the Scarboro Girls’ Club of the High

School gave an entertainment and social at the Knights of
Pythias Hall, Oak Hill. The entertainment was very novel, for
it contained several unusual features, such as an accordion solo
by Adelaide Temm, T7, dressed as an old gypsy woman, and a
“comb” band by all the girls. Other features of the program
were recitations by Ruth Bowley, T7, and Gladys Willman, '17, a
piano duet by Abbie Small, ’20, and Ethel Foster,’20, a vocal duet
by Rachel Scott, ’20, and Doris Mitchell, ’20, and vocal solos by
Dorothy Googins, ’17, and Mrs. Small. The High School Or
chestra also played.
The chief part of the entertainment was a short farce entitled
“How the Story Grew.” The scenes were laid in the houses of
several women in a small country town. The following com
prised the cast

Mrs. White ........ ........................................................

After the play a collection was taken by the girls, as there was
no admission fee. From this and from the sale of ice cream
and candy a large amount was cleared, which was given to the
Boys’ Athletic Association for the benefit of the baseball team.
On Monday, while the boys were holding their morning exer
cises in the main room, a weird noise was heard in the hall.
Soon the door opened and in marched all the girls singing the
Scarboro High School song. Miss Ethel Foster, the treasurer of
the Girls’ Club, in a very neat speech presented the sum of $13.75
to Mr. Lawrence Charles, manager of the boys’ baseball team,
who responded for the boys.
As one of the boys said, “We’ve certainly got to hand it to the
girls.”
The Scarboro Board of Trade, through its president, Mr.

Toseph R. Knight, appointed a committee of six citizens of the
town to visit the High School and to report on the work done
there and the conditions found there. The committee consisted
of Mr. Frank Baker of Pine Point, Mr. Roland Seavey of Blue
Point, Dr. Benj. F. Wentworth and E. E. Willman of Oak Hill,
Mr. Smith Carter of the Milliken Road and Mr. Arthur Libby of
Black Point, at the meeting of the Board of Trade on March 1.
They reported favorably on the work done and discussed at
considerable length the conditions found at the High School.
At the Flag Raising and Patriot Meeting of the Scarboro
Board of Trade, held at the K. of P. Hall, Oak Hill, Thursday
evening, April 26, 1917, Vida Higgins, T7, of the Campfire Girls,
and Almon Young, T9, of the Boy Scouts, were the ones to hold
the flag.
JUNIOR PLAY.
On Friday evening, May the 18th, the Junior Class, assisted
by three members of the Sophomore Class, gave, for the benefit
of the school paper, a drama entitled “The Colonel’s Maid.”
This is a humorous comedy in three acts, as follows: In order
to overcome his father’s prejudice against his fiancee, the daugh
ter of an old rival, Bob Rudd had her enter the home as a maid.
Her father comes to interfere, but after stormy interviews the
two old rivals consent to the match. There was a capital
Chinese low comedy part which kept the audience in laughter
the greater part of the evening. This part was assigned to
Elmer Merrill, President of the Junior Class, and reports are
abroad that he proved as good as he was in the Senior play.
The old men, who had two first class parts, had been given to
new actors, who gave a great treat in the persons of Otho
Baker and Lawrence Charles. The leading juvenile parts were
well assigned to Elden Merrill, who has had two years’ experi
ence in the High School plays, and to Clara Seavey. The
mother’s part was taken by Viola King, and the second girl lead
by Doris Fogg. Melville Johnson played the second man lead
and Ruth Lincoln impersonated the lawyer.

RESOLUTIONS.
God in His infinite wisdom has deemed it best to re
move from our midst our beloved schoolmate and friend, Alger
Bates, be it therefore
Resolved, That we, the students and faculty of Scarboro High
School, express our most sincere sorrow in the following reso
lutions :
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt sympathy to his mother,
sisters and brothers in their great and sudden loss.
Resolved, That copies of these resolutions be sent to the family
of the deceased, and be it further
Resolved, That these resolutions be printed in the Portland Even
ing Express and in the Scarboro High School F our Corners.
(Signed) M illard Gower,
W hereas ,

B en H iggins,
E lla K. L itchfield .

THE HERO.
/jrjVNE cold night in a little station in the mountains sat Sam
Vi/ Hardy, the station master. Outside the snow was falling
heavily and the wind blew the thermometer down to twentyeight below zero. Sam was congratulating himself for not
having to be out in the storm. On the table in front of him was
his wireless outfit, and as he sat there it sputtered a message to
him which read, “Stop freight number twenty-five, until the pas
senger goes by.” As the wireless stopped clicking he heard the
rumble of wheels, and the headlight of the engine loomed up,
coming around a curve. He got his red lantern and stopped the
freight, which backed onto the siding. All of the train crew, ex
cept the engineer, went into the station. Fie went over to his
home across the street.
While the train crew were in the station telling stories, they
heard a rumbling noise on the siding. Looking out of the win
dow, they saw the freight slowly moving down the track. The
brakes had refused to hold, as the track was slippery. The men
all rushed to the door, but Sam was in the lead, and he had just
time to grasp the handles of the caboose as it rushed by. He
held on with all his might, and after a hard struggle to reach the
icy, snowy steps, his hands burning with the cold as he hung to
the frozen handles of the rear platform of the caboose, he drew
himself up on the car platform. And then an awful thought

came into his mind,—“What if the passenger train should crash
into the freight? What a wreck it would be!” and said to him
self, “I must stop the engine.”
He ran to the other end of the caboose and climbed up on the
freight ahead. He had to crawl on his hands and knees for fear
of being blown over the side of the cars. At last he reached the
tender and climbed into the engine. The train was now ap
proaching a slight rise, and when he had thrown on the brakes,
after the wheels had done a lot of squeaking, the engine stopped.
Then looking ahead Sam saw a sight that made the cold shivers
run down his back. The passenger train was not more than a
mile distant and coming fast to make up for lost tim e! Sam
tugged frantically at the whistle cord, but the gale took the
sound far up the mountain and not toward the on-rushing train.
He then ran to the head of the engine, grabbed a red light, and
waving it frantically started down the track. At last the engi
neer saw the flashing red signal and stopped. When he found out
how near he had come to being wrecked, he shook hands with
Sam over and over again. By this time the conductor and pas
sengers had arrived on the scene. When they heard the story,
they made up a purse and gave it to Sam. At first he would not
take it, but the people insisted upon it, and he finally assented.
Sam ran the freight into the station, where he was congratulated
by the train crew.
When the railroad company heard the story of Sam Hardy’s
quick thinking and pluck, it sent him to a larger station, where
he received larger pay.
H erman R ounds , T9.

AN INCIDENT OF THE SKATING SEASON.
^jfrAST winter I received an invitation to spend the week after
VX' Xmas with my cousin, Alice Witham, who lives in Houlton,
Maine. I was very pleased with the idea and decided to
leave the following Monday morning. After a very pleasant trip

on the train, I arrived at Houlton station at noon and found Alice
waiting for me. As her home was not far from the station we
were not long in reaching it. Being tired from my ride on the
train, we decided to spend the afternoon and evening in talking
about our school work and Christmas gifts. The next day the
sun shone clear and bright.
“Who wants to come for a trip to the ice cave?” asked Alice’s
brother, Harold, when he found that his father did not need him
in the store.
“What’s the ice cave?” I asked.
“Why, it is a cave made out of ice. There’s one about two
miles from here, and Mr. Wilbur is thinking of taking a party out
there to-day to go skating. I’m to go out and see about the con
dition of the ice. Want to come?”
“It sounds interesting,” I said. “I believe I would like to go.
Shall we, Alice?”
“Indeed, yes.”
“Count me in!” cried George Eastman, a very intimate friend
of Harold’s.
So a little later the four of us set off on snow-shoes for the
ice cave. This was a natural curiosity, not far from Wilson’s
bridge. Every year, at a waterfall in a local stream, the ice piles
up in many different shapes. The flow of the water and the
effect of the wind made a large cave at the place, large enough
to hold a number of people. Mr. Wilbur had made plans to take
a skating party out there, but was not to start until Harold had
returned with the news of the skating condition of the ice. There
was a fairly good road almost to the ice cave, and then came a
trip across a rather large pond of ice, when our snowshoes had
to be removed.
“Oh, how beautiful! See how the sun sparkles on the ice, and
what big icicles! If we could only keep that until summer!”
cried Alice as we came nearer the beautiful ice cave.
“Let’s go inside,” suggested Harold.
“Will it be safe?” I asked.
“Oh, surely. I will have to go in to find out if it will be good

skating. It is down in a hollow, you see. Come on in.”
“Go ahead! We will follow," George said grimly.
The entrance was rather small, and we had to stoop to get
through it, but on the inside the cave widened out until there
was room for perhaps two dozen people.
“What a lovely place for a dance!” Alice cried gaily to me as
she slid about. “It is so slippery that you would need those
new slippers with rubber set in the sole. Come on, try a hesita
tion waltz.”
George whistled one of the latest popular airs and told Harold
that he was getting the craze, too. The boys then danced to
gether a moment. Suddenly there came an interruption that
caused us all to look at one another, frightened and startled.
There was a grinding, crashing sound outside, and the next
moment the entrance to the cave was darkened.
“What has happened ?” asked Alice.
“There must have been an ice slide!” answered George, as we
stood in the darkened cave looking anxiously about us.
“It was the dancing that did it,” I declared. “It loosened the
ice and that slid down.”
“Well, let’s see what the situation is,” proposed Harold. “We
can’t stay in here too long, for it is freezing cold.”
“Why, is there any danger that we cannot get out?” ques
tioned Alice.
“Every danger in the world, I should say,” spoke Harold.
“What are we going to do? Have you a knife?” he asked
George.
“Yes,” the latter replied, “but what good is that?”
“We’ve got to cut our way out, that’s all.”
Immediately the boys set to work cutting away at the large
mass of ice that blocked the entrance. It was a hard task, but
they knew something had to be done. It was like being inside
of a refrigerator. Alice and I had to keep moving to keep warm.
The boys had worked for a long time. One of them had broken
the largest blade of his knife. It was growing dark. As they
stopped a moment to rest, there came from outside the cave a

sound that set our hearts beating joyfully, for it was the voice
of someone calling,
“Where are you? Where are you?”
"Oh, it’s daddy!” cried Alice. “I knew he would be looking
for us.”
"We’re in the cave,” someone shouted. “Get axes and chop
us out.”
We were soon released, and on our way home told how we
happened to be imprisoned, and of course we had to repeat the
story after we reached home. The boys were considered quite
the heroes of the hour.
V iola M. K ing , T8.

AN AFTERNOON STROLL.
/jrlVNE bright, sunny afternoon in the fall of 1916, I set out for

V I/ a walk along the shores of a large lake near m y home.

The dark green of the pines intermixed with the red and
gold was reflected in the clear crystal of the lake. The surface
of this huge mirror was at times ruffled into a myriad of tiny
waves as the cool wind sported above it. A deep silence pre
vailed, broken only now and then by the sigh of the wind through
the branches, or by the distant call of some wood-bird.
As I walked slowly along among the trees, I thought of the
quotation, “The groves were God’s first temples.” Truly, here
it was well applied. The dark mossy trunks of the pines ex
tended far back from the shore in rows like the pillars in a vast
cathedral. The sound of the wind in the branches was the moan
of some troubled soul. Over my head the limbs formed a canopy
of dark green, broken in places by patches of deepest blue.
Thus musing, I at length chanced upon a clearing, through the
center of which a little brook rippled down to the lake. The
ground was carpeted with brown needles, which were made to
glow by the sun in wonderful shades of brown, with high lights
of deep red gold. A red squirrel on a branch over my head set up
a loud chatter, vexed because his afternoon nap had been dis-

turbed. Suddenly a frightened partridge flew up from almost
under my feet and whirred away into the deep forest.
I followed this little brook down to the water’s edge, where it
was fringed with long pale green grasses. The afternoon was
almost gone and evening had begun to paint dark shadows be
hind each tree and rock. Far off to the right were the White
Mountains, their edges tipped with silver by the sinking sun.
The neighboring meadows and forest glowed with a warm mel
low color. The reflection of the sun in the lake broke into waves
of shimmering gold as the evening wind swept over it.
Long did I sit and watch the changing panorama of light and
shade, as Day slowly retreated before Night, until the full yellow
Harvest moon had begun to shed its brilliance over the lake,
forming a fairy sea of sparkling silver, and the bright color of
the sky was changed into a deep misty blue in which the stars
glowed like points of silver.
R uth A. B owley, ’17.
WHY SHE DID NOT HAVE HER LESSONS.
51 FRIEND of mine named Grace Moore goes to a large high
.jCV school in one of the nearby cities. She is about fifteen
years old and this is her third year in the school.
Grace is a tall girl, with very wavy golden hair. Her eyes are
blue and she has the most perfect teeth that I ever saw. They
are not too large nor too small, just the right size, and they look
very much like pearls. She is slim, but not what one would call
“thin.” Altogether, I think she is a very attractive girl, and
most people agree with me.
The incident of which I am about to tell occurred two years
ago, when Grace was in her Freshman year. Of course, like
most Freshmen, she stood in awe of the upperclassmen, and
they, as usual, made fun of her and the other members of her
class as often as there was an opportunity.
It was a perfect day in September, two or three weeks after
school had begun. That evening there was to be a party for the
Seniors at one girl’s home, but they meant to invite a few Fresh-

men, just to “initiate them into the mysteries of High School,”
as they expressed it.
Grace, being one of the most popular girls in her class, was,
of course, invited, but she, after talking with all the other Fresh
men, decided not to go.
Of course the Seniors hooted at her, calling her “Fraid-cat”
and such names as that. She gave as an excuse that she had lots
of studying to do, but that only made them laugh all the more.
They said that, without doubt, she would have all her lessons
perfect the next day, as “all little Freshmen are supposed to do.”
All this happened at recess. After school, when Grace started
for home, she was followed by jeers, and one boy said, “Hope
you’ll have a good lesson tomorrow.”
After she had gone a short distance, she recognized the two
girls in front of her as Stella Sullivan and Virginia Wheeler, two
of the most sarcastic girls in the Senior class. Naturally, Grace
was not eager to catch up with them. She heard them talking
about the party and thought she heard Virginia say, “What fun
we shall have with those Freshmen!”
As the two girls were about to cross the street, a heavily-laden
auto truck came swiftly along. If it kept along its present
course, the girls would surely be knocked down and perhaps
killed, but they were talking busily (very likely about the party!)
and did not know of their danger. Evidently the man on the
truck did not know what he was about, for he did not turn out.
Grace, however, saw the whole situation at a glance, and rush
ing up to the girls, quickly pushed them out of the way. But her
foot caught and she fell flat in the street. The truck passed over
her arm and broke it.
She was taken to a hospital, and after regaining consciousness
her first question was, “Are the girls safe?” The nurse assured
her that they were, and with a sigh of contentment she went to
sleep.
When she awoke, the bed was surrounded by Seniors, who
shook her hands and congratulated her. She only replied, “Stella
and Virginia are Seniors and I am only a Freshman.”
It is true that Grace did not have her lessons the next day, but

I think there was a reason for it, don’t you?
A bbie S mall , ’20.

WHERE W E GO FISHING.
rtfJT is a quiet, little-frequented spot,—a sort of gully hollowed
(2) out of old mother earth’s level face, long ago, by the same
little stream that still flows through it. Its natural beauty,
unspoiled by the hand of man, gives it an immaculate appearance,
as if all the immortal powers of nature’s art had concentrated
here to make a masterpiece. Though it may strike the reader as
strange, my first impression of it, as I clambered down the thick
wooded slope for the first time, was like that of a thirsty person
on beholding a cup of some quenching and very pleasing
beverage.
The first of the wonder that attract one’s attention on arriving
at this point is the silvery cascade, which leaps unceasingly over
a semi-circular wall of rocks twenty-five or thirty feet above
one’s head. It falls between the lofty sides of the depression in a
resplendent glory of sparkling diamonds and dewy pearls, only
to be swallowed up in the great round pool beneath. There is
something so dark and mysterious about this pool that no one
ever thinks of fishing there.
If the observer be of a thoughtful turn of mind, he may observe
in this little scene a mocking counterpart of his life and of our
own lives; he may realize more vividly than before the bitter
truth,—that although our lives may be illustrious and our deeds
shine for the brief space of time in which we live, we are all
finally destined to a similar fate. The afterglow of our existence
soon dies away in the deep, dark void of eternity, and the neverending stream of humanity flows on, unceasing, unaltered, and
not missing us in the least.
But lest idle words clog up our original stream, we will return
to it as it tinkles over the rocky rim of the basin and forms itself
into a winding, rippling brook, the bottom of which is covered
with the finest yellow sand—tinted ever and anon with the frecks

of the purest glistening gold, by some stray fairy sunbeam steal
ing its way through the close-woven branches overhead. Indeed!
these luminous sprites fairly delight to dart down to the very
lowest depths of the stream and play over its sandy bottom,—
until it seems brimming over with joyful, animated life. Birds
twitter in the tree tops, lending melody, too, and chiming per
fectly with the voices of the brook, to which the low, inde
scribable murmur of the brook forms a sort of interlude.
In the hot, sultry days of summer one may stretch out on the
soft, green carpet of moss that overgrows the banks of the
stream in the cool refreshing shade of the pines,—and fish. For
him each tiny floweret and plant has a separate charm, its own,
as He who moulded each delicate petal with such care intended
it to have. Here, too, he has dreamy visions of innumerable
trout that can be caught without hook or line. What can be
more delightful than to be situated thus! With a good, pliable
alder rod in his hands, and a song on his lips to while away the
early hours of the day; until that avaricious old villain, his
appetite, who has been following all the morning, sneaks up
behind his unsuspecting victim, and raising his dagger, demands
that he do his bidding. Alas! This poor man has no alternative
but to obey. He looks at his watch and discovers it to be half
past dinner time, whereupon he snatches up his coat and hat,
and with many a long sigh reclimbs the bank and goes home, a
better man for having seen the place
Where we go fishing.
O tho P. B aker, ’IB.

A TRIP DOWN THE SONGO.
■Jl AY had dawned and the clocks were tolling the fifth hour of
the morning, when my companion and I boarded the ship
for a sail down the Songo River. It was not a long trip,
for ships ran daily up and down the river, always making the
trip between sunrise and sunset. Thus this hour for our de
parture. This early rising was contrary to our custom, but we
■desired the trip for two special reasons:—

First, we desired the experience. Secondly, our curiositjr
having got the better of us, we could not resist the temptation o£
seeing the mysterious Indian who resided by the riverside and
who was supposed to cast a most curious spell over the pas
sengers as the steamer passed. This reason, foolish as it may
seem, predominated over the former reason for taking this trip,
which, considered by many, was wonderful.
The mountains, as seen from the ship, appeared very promi
nent. It seemed, for instance, as if by one step we could immedi
ately stand on their summits. It seemed, also, to be possible to
pick up the trees; to grasp the clouds from the mountain tops.
At length my companion and I grew very weary; but suddenly
we reached the so-called mysterious Indian.
Then, instantly, everyone on board seemed to sink into ghosts.
I reached my hand to my companion, but she vanished. I spoke
to her, but she went up in smoke. I tried to touch someone else,
but similar enchantments took place. Where was I and what
was I to do? I would not stay on the ship, for it was sinking.
Accordingly I reached out my hand and plucked a tree from the
mountain. I made one leap from the ship to the summit of the
mountain and grasped the clouds in my hands. I was stifling,
but I was at least off the sinking ship. As I caught my breath I
heard a voice in my ear say, “W'ake up, you are missing the
sights,” and I realized my dream. But what a relief! It was a
dream and not the truth.
The sights I lost were few, for the real Indian, and not the
dream one, had proved a fraud, and I felt that I had seen it to
surpass all understanding.
We reached home at the time expected. My companion,
though enthusiastic over the river trip, was most disappointed
in the Indian. I, whereas, strange to say, was thoroughly
satisfied.
M ildred R ichardson , T7.

SAM EVANS’ LAST DEER.
CT, AM EVANS, a young, tall, slim, blue-eyed fellow, lived in a
comfortable log-cabin on the bank of a small mountain
stream. He was an experienced hunter, but he took no
more game from the forest than was necessary to keep him
supplied with food. The nearest town was fifteen miles away*
and from there he got what few supplies he needed. One of his
aims was to be the first man in the neighborhood each season to
shoot a deer.
It was also his habit to carry this deer to town as soon as he
shot it. By the way he disposed of his game shows that he was
very kind hearted. First he gave the skin to the cobbler with
orders to make it into mittens for the children of the village.
Then he divided the meat among his friends, refusing to take
any pay for it. saying, “I don’t like venison, anyway.” As the
village was only a small mining settlement, each family had a
good meal of venison.
This particular year the winter came on earlier than usual, and
all signs pointed toward a hard season. In the latter part of
October there was a slight fall of snow, and Sam started out to
study the tracks of the different animals, watching more closely,,
however, for the deer prints. He found that the deer seemed to
roam mostly on the swamp, a large level tract of wet land
covered with small bushes. This lowland was completely sur
rounded by forests, such that the deer liked to graze in the
marsh and sleep in the protection of the pines.
Soon the first of November came, and with it a heavy storm, a
blizzard of the worst kind. The wind was blowing hard at sun
rise and the snow began to fall rapidly. At first Sam thought he
would not attempt to get a deer that day. Then he remembered
how he had always shot a deer on the first of November, and he
desired to hunt in spite of the storm.
After eating a hearty breakfast, he put on his heavy mackinawv
took his 30-30 rifle, and started for the swamp. He was hoping
that the deer would not yet have time to leave the marshes for
the protection of the tall timber, where the hunting would be
difficult.

Scarcely had he reached the swamp than the storm burst upon
.him in its furv. The whole landscape was blotted out, the snow
swirled around him, and the cold wind cut like a knife. Sam
hesitated and was about to return to his comfortable cabin, when
he caught a glimpse of a deer struggling through the deep snow
in front of him. The next instant it had vanished in a great
cloud of snow. Sam plunged in the direction in which he had
seen the deer disappear and waded through the snow for a long
distance, but saw no trace of the deer.
The snow seemed to be falling faster every minute, and he
could see only a few feet in any direction. Realizing then that
it was useless to search longer for the deer, he started toward the
timber. He had not gone six feet before he realized that his
tracks were completely filled by the drifting snow, and that he
had lost all sense of direction. At first he was badly frightened
and plunged aimlessly through the snow. Soon, however, he
calmed himself, and stopping, tried to locate some landmark, but
in vain, for nothing was visible through the whirling snow. He
knew he must be near the timber, for he remembered that he had
left the cabin with the wind in his face, so turning his back to
the wind he began his homeward journey, as he supposed.
Finally he stopped, his last hope shattered, for the direction of
the wind had changed. Had it not, he would have reached the
shelter of the woods by this time. The only thing that he could
do was to keep on walking, so not to freeze to death. How long
he wandered through the blizzard he never knew, but suddenly
he was aroused from his stupor by the sight of a large body
stumbling past him. It was a large buck.
Sam knew that the deer had a very accurate sense of direction,
and, confident that this one was headed for the timber, he fol
lowed it. The deer was apparently nearly exhausted, for he
traveled very slowly. Sam was almost paralyzed with the cold,
and with great difficulty he held his rifle. He could not fire it
now because the deer could charge upon him. Just as he was
about to give up all hope of life and drop down in the snow to
succumb to the drowsiness which was overcoming him, he found
himself in the shelter of the timber. The big buck, completely

exhausted, dropped down in the snow behind a large boulder.
The man, also fatigued, fell beside the mighty beast, nestled
close to his warm body, and fell asleep. As the sun arose the
next morning, the man and beast lay side by side, partially
covered by a great drift of snow. The storm had passed, and the
air was still and cold.
Sam Hardy awoke and dug his rifle from under the snow, but
the deer, although alive, was still asleep. Wonderingly Sam
gazed on the largest buck that he had ever seen. Only a pull of
the trigger and the animal would be his. But he hesitated.
Had it not been for this deer his frozen body would be lying in
the swamp. Sam shook his head, released the hammer of his
rifle, and set out for the cabin.
At this moment the deer moved around and, seeing the man,
darted off through the forest. The hunter soon reached camp,
and as he built his fire, he said,
"Waal, I reckon won’t have any deer this season if they are as
thick as mosquitoes in the summer time.”
And Sam Hardy was never known to shoot another deer.
Carl H. Carter, '17.

HIS GREATEST WORK.
f jfF James Russell Lowell could have been in Milton, New
(2) York, on the sixth of June, I’m sure he would have agreed
with Leon Blair that that day was the real “June Day” of his
poem. It was truly a “perfect day.” “Heaven tried earth,” and
was satisfied with it, and so were the inhabitants of Milton.
Doctor Blair was very happy, although he had given up his
large New York practice. His office had always been full, and
his patients were usually of the Fiftli Avenue class. All the
wealth, social position and honor that New York bestows on its
favorites, he had left and moved to Milton, for he thought that
this country needed his latest theory of invention in defense of
Germany’s submarine war on our commerce. He moved to Milton in March, and the townspeople took a great interest in the

bright young man, who stayed in his queer workshop so much
of the time.
Just as the people, with their happy curiosity, were typical
American farmers, so Milton, with a post office, grocery and
dry goods store all in one, was a typical American village. The
main street was the residential section, for all business was con
ducted in the comfortable, roomy farmhouses, or at the daily
gathering at the post office. Other stores or offices would have
been absolutely useless, for the people were well satisfied with
the town which they had built.
Doctor Blair made few friends, but he was especially attracted
to Franklyn Webster, a young man of about his own age, and
his sister, Violet. The three young people became fast friends,
and when Doctor Blair, or Leon, as they soon learned to call him,
could not be found in either his office or workshop, the neighbors
.soon learned to look for him with Violet and Franklyn, either
.around Leon’s large fireplace, or in Violet’s neat parlor.
Leon soon came to confide in his two friends, and on the night
preceding the opening of this story, he had told them of his idea,
which, if completed to his satisfaction, would mean the safety of
•our ships from Germany’s dread warfare. While talking about
his invention, he had noticed Violet’s big brown eyes shining,
and the color ebbing in her cheeks from the excitement of know
ing a real inventor who could, as she expressed it later, “really
invent something worth while.”
It was not strange that she should be surprised, for until this
time she and Franklyn had supposed Leon to be nothing more
than a young country doctor having a better education and wider
experience than most of the other inhabitants. So while he ex
plained the construction of the electrified steel magnet which
would draw the torpedo away from an attacked ship, Violet re
covered from her surprise and interested herself in the mechan
ical details of the magnet’s construction. She had taken a
course in draftsmanship and mechanical engineering after leaving
Vassar and was a valuable help to her brother in his architec
tural work. However, she was much surprised to think that she
•could understand the details, and when the explanation was

ended, she found that she understood the th e o ry mi whP h p
was based.
She congratulated Leon on his invention mid told him lleif h*
ought to be a very happy man to be tilde to do no min h for
America. Leon thanked her and said he would be very Imppy if
he only had a capable helper whom he could trust to help lb in on
the magnet. Of course Violet realized what a dil'lietill lusk it
would be to find a person who knew enough of mechanic* to
serve as Leon's helper and one who would be faithful to him
while carrving out his orders. W hile she was thinking of '.one:
way out of the difficulty, she suddenly wondered if she could not
help him, for she understood his temperament, and she was
quite sure she could carry out his orders, if he gave liis orders as
explicitly as he told of his plans for his magnet.
So, almost “with her heart in her mouth,” as she afterwards
said, she announced that she would be ready the next morning
to help with the construction of the magnet. Of course, both
Franklin and Leon protested, but Violet asked why she had
taken an engineering course, if not to be able to serve in just
such an emergency? After a prolonged debate, in which Violet
came off victorious (with the woman’s usual last word), it was
decided that she should become Leon’s assistant. Ueon left for
his home, feeling that he could not have secured a better helper,
or one who could keep him from becoming discouraged as well
as Violet with her cheery laugh and sunshiny smile.
With such a prospect in view, was it any wonder that Leon
thought the first day of working with Violet’s aid was a perfect
day? He was not disappointed, for, although Leon hail only
seen her as the hostess entertaining guests, he found that she
was a skilled mechanic, as well as a "regular comrade," As He
confessed the next evening to Franklyn, he supposed that he
would have to tell Violet how to do each minor detail, tmd then
help her do it. He found, however, that lie merely had to
suggest what his plan was and Violet went aiieud a ml did some
hard part without his help. Once she had suggested it \\M\ lo
successfully unite certain chemicals that I,eon hud p u . led o\ei
for some time.

So Violet became Leon’s permanent assistant, spending many
happy days in the workshop. After two weeks’ work, the mag
net was completed, and Violet received official thanks from the
Navy Department for her work on the famous "Violet-Blair
Magnet,” as it had been christened. Finally the magnet was ac
cepted by the United States.
But Violet was too ill to care about the magnet. She had an
acute case of appendicitis, and on examination the best surgeons
of New York.City refused to operate. They declared that Violet
had almost no chance to live, with the surgical instruments
which they possessed. “If an operation were not performed in
side of two weeks,” the doctors said, “she would die with dread
fully acute pain. If it had been possible to secure a knife of the
necessary kind, no effort would have been spared to find it, but
all surgeons who possessed such an instrument had been called
to the colors.
Everyone was in despair, when Franklyn suddenly thought of
Leon, who was at that time testing the efficiency of his magnet
at Washington. He knew that if he needed Leon he would only
have to telegraph and tell him of Violet’s misfortune, and the
young inventor would come immediately. As a last means of
saving his sister’s life, he telegraphed to Leon, giving him all
necessary details.
In three hours he received a special reply from Navy Head
quarters, as follows: “Will work on special knife on way. Will
arrive in two days to operate. Be ready. Signed, Leon.”
Franklyn put all his trust in his young friend, and when Leon
arrived he met him, and with tears in his eyes he prayed Leon to
succeed as well with the operation as with his wonderful magnet.
The operation was a perfect success', and one week later, when
Violet was resting in her own home, she was given a pretty tea
and shower, to announce her engagement to “Doctor Leon Blair,
the famous young inventor, you know.”
Now when Doctor Blair talks to his intimate friends, he says
that the greatest event of his life was making the knife and per
forming the operation which saved Violet’s life, for he was so
interested in his inventions that he almost lost the dearest girl

in the world. It took the shock of the thought of losing Violet
to convince him that love is worth more than fame or position.
G ladys V. W illm an , 1920.

NEW SPELLING IN SCARBORO HIGH.
Beauque—bouquet
colura—column
prespreation—perspiration
hospitible—hospitable
cirtain—curtain
geasts—guests
preasure—pressure
cullers—colors
peas—peace
nes—niece
sese—seize
In one sentence—equel, equle, equal.
NEW ENGLISH LITERATURE BY THE SENIOR CLASS.

Tatler and Spectator were written by Ben Johnson.
The Silent Women by Milton; John Bunion.
King Lear by Chaucer; Spencer.
Pilgrim’s Progress by Milton; Bacon.
Rape of the Lock by Chaucer.
Deserted Village by Spencer; Pope.

Gulliver's Travels by Milton.
As You Like It by Alexandra.
The Fairie Queen by Chaucer.
Paradise Lost by Alexandra; Bunyon.
Tale of a Tub by Alexander Pope.
Essay on the Advancement of Learning; by Pope: Jon-on.

jiu m io rs *
WANTS OF THE SENIORS.
R. Bowley—Fair Thursday nights.
W. Berry—A mirror.
C. Carter—A new seat in the American History class.
D. Googins—A Cart (er).
M. Gower—Something to do.
V. Higgins—Outside visitors.
M. Hudson—An auto. Hud (sea); grsierred.
B. Higgins—A vacation.
F. Merry—-An alarm clock.
M. Richardson—To know why.
A. Temm—A man (sion).
G. Willman—All A’s in rank.

FAVORITE SONGS.
Miss R.—I’m the Girl He Leit Behind.
Higgins—Any Little Girl That's a Nice LiDdte tSfcJ fe *
Little Girl for Me.
Miss Hud.—Memories.
Carter—When the Lights are Low.
M iss G.—A Soldier’s Farewell.
M iss W.—Kiss Me Quick and Go.
•
Miss B.—College Days.

Miss T.—You’re the Only One I ever Loved.
Gower—I Wish I had a Girl.
Berry—Out on the Plains.
Merry—I’m a Lonesome Melody.
Miss Hig.—I Never Knew What Sweetheart Meant ’til I
Met You.

SLA M S— 1917.

Instructor in Latin IV: “Miss W—, what does clement-ia
mean?”
Miss W—: “It means mild.”
Miss H—: “Is he always‘mild’?”
Heard in French II Class:—
Translating: “Les vieilles ont le front ride.”—(Meaning the
old women have wrinkled faces.)
Miss B—, ’17: “The old women ride on the front seats.”
Heard in the corridor:—
Miss Willman: “I’m going home and make affinity kisses.”
(We hope she had good luck.)
Teacher in American History: “What was the Dred Scott
decision ?”
Higgins: “A decision that Scott made and everybody dreaded.”
Miss M— in English IV : “Miss Higgins, describe the origin
of the English Drama and tell how it differs from the drama of
today.”
Miss H—: “The English Drama originated in Chaucer's
time. They were first presented out-of-doors. The first act was
given and then came the interludes, after which came the —
‘second spasm’.”
Why does Carter, ’ll, like to tvear a Dot-(ted) tie?
Why is Gower always ready (Reddy) and Fuller always
Merry?

Miss M— in American History: “What was Polk called?”
Miss W— : “A dark horse.”
Carter (overhearing the reply): “Were you so interested in
your partner on the sleigh ride that you didn't notice that the
horse was white?”
Wanted—A moonlight dance for Miss B. and her friend on
Thursday nights.
Miss B.'s favorite motto: Do right (Dwight).
What attraction is there for Miss H. to go walking every
recess? Is it only to take the air?
What makes Carter so sleepy Monday mornings? Ask Miss
G. for explanation.
Wanted—A pair of kicking straps for V. H. while attending
basket ball games. How about Biddeford?
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To see those teachers try : ' expiais:
All a'.vu; Zookigy. Botaay, and swcfe.
But take it from me. i k y dor/: amoont to much.
Still 111 leave it to you to figure out 2 : your leisure,
\Vhal would this Q sss do without Miss MacGregor.
Then conics Miss Litchfield, and Mr. Small.
If ii wasn't for them, could we get on at all?

In our Class there’s Miss Lincoln, who with that good name,
Is surely bound to traverse a quick road to fame.
Then comes Miss Seavey, who, I surmise,
Out of life’s battles is going to rise.
And Miss Fogg, for the life of me, I can’t tell why.
But her brain’s not half so misty as her name would imply.
O h ! yes! and Miss King I must not forget,
For she’s as good as any girl I’ve mentioned yet.
Take ’em all round, they’re pretty good girls,
As smart as whip-cords and fair as pearls.
About us three boys, I’ve nothing to say,
But I’ve figured it out in my own little way.
The least said about us the better ’twill be,
For our reputations we’d rather you would not see.
Except, perhaps, Elmer Merrill, the honored president,
Because he is very studious and eloquent.
Yes, and Dan Carter, too, for whom all the girls fall,
Without him this would be just no class at all.
As for myself, alas and alack 1
People call me a half Baked quack.
And when you read this, you’ll not wonder, I guess,
For there never was such a terrible mess.
O tho P. B aker, '18.

S L A M S — 1918.

Miss MacG— (in Eng. I l l ) : “What are the principal parts
of slay?”
t.'::
Miss F— : “Sleigh, sleighing—Is that right? No! I don t
know.”
Miss MacG— : “The principal parts of write?”

Miss L— : “Write, wrote, wrotten.”
Miss MacG— : “Yes, rotten.”
(We are having new words added to our vocabulary.)
Carter (explaining the term anecdote in Eng. Ill) : “An anti
dope is some sort of a animal.”

S L A M S — 1919.

Teacher: “I hear three persons talking out loud. Leonard,
I mean you.”
Leonard: “No, I’m only one.”
Mr. S— in Algebra: “What does 10/3 equal in French?”
Miss M— in Eng. I I : “How did Charles Darnay portray a
good character?”
Student: “In selecting his wife.”
Basketball in English:
Eyes—forwards.
Hands—backs.
Nose—center.
Ears—baskets.
In Algebra: “If a tank has a Capa City (capacity) of ten
gallons—”
Heard in Algebra class: “You do two things with one thing.”
Miss MacG— (sternly) : “Leonard, keep your feet at home.”
P. Leonard: “I couldn’t come up here without them.”

Mr. S— in Algebra: “The 13th example is on the back of
the board.”
Miss MacG— in English: “What did Madame Defarge do?”
Libby: “She sat in there charming all the men.”
Wanted—A waste paper basket for sophomore boys in
Room B.
Wanted—A food stand for the sophomores.
Leonard in Arith.: “She puts down her two feet.”

SLAMS—1920.
Heard in Zoology :—
Miss L— : “What comes after the Rale (rail)?”
E—, ’20: “The car.”
In Ivanhoe: “The storming of the castle.”
The castle was so very high that people had to go in elevators
to get to them.
Wanted—An extra room for A. B., ’20, and J., ’19, during the
11.50 period.
Miss L— to B— : “If you should study your lesson more and
think less of the people downstairs, you would get along better.”
We think that Miss L—, ’20, would like an explanation from.
L. C., T9.
Wanted—A pair of wings for the Angel of the Freshman:
Class.—A. B. S.
Why is it that Miss F— declares that her house shall have an.
ell and den in it?
Wanted—A permit for the Freshman girls to wear any of theSophomore boys’ coats any time and place they see fit.
Wanted—A capable attendant for Miss D—, ’20.

P. B. must be interested in Botany by the way in which he
certain house on Scottow’s Hill.

v isits a

F. R. is interested in farming on the top of Millbrook Hill.
R. L. likes the Sabbath Rest Poultry Farm from recent reports.
Slams (as Copied from the Slip Handed to the Editor).
1. Found a broken heart think it must belong to a Sopho
more. owner please notify Mr. Small.
2. list of causatys
3 freshmen badly bored
4 “ “ “ out of chalk
3 girls out of gum.
3. A freshmen girl and a Sophomore boy stood in the door
w ay all one recess that is pretty significant.
4. During recess down stairs a cirtan freshmen is always
fidg-iting in his seat for fear he will not get out—

J U u tm ti
The Scarboro High School Alumni Association is a reality, for
we have a membership of forty, which is a good start. Now
what we need is the loyal support of every person who has any
interest in the High School. There is no reason why the mem
bership of this new association should be less than two hundred
members, and it will not be less if each one will try to interest
someone else in the movement. I fell sure that the friends of
the school will respond at once in order that our influence may
help in increasing the ever-raising standards of the school.
Now all together for a large and live Alumni Association.
C lifford H. L ibby , President„

ALUMNI NOTES.
— 1908—

Ralph Johnson was recently married to Louise Johnson of
South Portland, and they now reside at Lowell, Mass., where
Mr. Johnson is employed.
— 1910—

The engagement of Esther Libby to Mr. Clinton Huff has been
announced.
— 1913—

On account of illness, Dwight Libby was obliged to leave
Bowdoin College this year, and he is now teaching school at
Beach Hill.
Hazel Johnson was married June 26, 1916, to Mr. Eugene
Kelso of Providence, Rhode Island.
Elva Gilman is attending school at the University of Maine.
Emma Wentworth is teaching the primary grades at the Black
Point School.

— 1915—

Lucretia Sargent is teaching school at North Lebanon, Maine.
Gladys Urquheart is stenographer in the Advertising Depart
ment Of “The Portland Evening Express.”
Bessie Myers is employed as stenographer by Rines Brothers
Company.
■Helen Leonard is employed by E. T. Burrowes Co.
Bertha Meserve is residing at her home at Black Point.
— 1916—

Richard Libby is working at home.
Elinor Harmon is attending Gorham Normal School.
Raymond Sargent is doing carpenter work.
Herbert Wentworth is working at home.
Ruth Johnson is teaching school at Walnut Hill.
Nellie Hudson is at her home in Scarboro.

j
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At an athletic meeting last fall Lonnie Charles was elected
"manager of this year’s baseball team and Ben Higgins was
elected captain. Shortly after the meeting Manager Charles
started to get games for the season with some of the large high
schools of the state and should receive lots of credit for the fine
schedule he has arranged, it being the strongest in the school’s
history.
We were all disappointed over the cancellation of the Deering
High game, which was to be played at Scarboro, April 7. Much
talk had been going around that Deering could trim us by a
large score, so we were very anxious to try our luck. On ac
count of the cold weather and lack of practice the game had to

BASE BALL TEAM

Photo by Adams Studio

be canceled. Perhaps it was just as well, as on that date it was
very wet and foggy.
The High School will have a new athletic field this year at
Hudson’s Field, Oak Hill, instead of at Dunstan. It was very
kind of Mr. Hudson to grant us permission to have the land
plowed up for a baseball diamond, which was plowed up by
Mr. Charles of I’ond Cove Farm No. 2. This greatly helped to
start the construction of our new athletic field, and we all wish
to thank Mr. Charles for his excellent work and interest he has
shown toward the High School.
The outlook for a snappy team this year is very good. We
lost two good players by last year’s graduation in Doc Went
worth and Ernest Libby, but are in hopes that Leonard and
Johnson will be able to fill their places. It was a great blow to
us this term to come back and learn that our regular moundsman,
Hud Dyer, would not be with us, as he had gone into business
with his father. We have great hopes in Dana Charles and
Carl Carter that they will show great form on the mound, both
of whom are showing a lot of pep. As for catchers, we have
Manager Charles and Captain Higgins, of which Manager
Charles will do the brunt of the catching. As a whole we have
a snappy little team for its size and faculty ruling.
Among the others are Dan Carter, Merrill, Johnson and
Leonard, and chances are that a number of second string men
will be seen in action. Our first game, which was to be played
with Yarmouth Academy at Scarboro April 14, was put over
until April 19, which we won by a score of 4-1. Our next game
was with Gorham Normal at Gorham, April 23, in which we
were defeated by a large score of 16-2. The next game was to
be played at Scarboro April 2? against Parsonsfield Seminary,
but on account of the bad traveling they were unable to get
here in time to play, so the game was canceled. On April 28
we were supposed to go to Yarmouth to play the Academy a
return game there, but that game was canceled also, as most of
the fellows had to work. May 2nd found the High School at

Kennebunk to play the high school of that town. As a result
we had a rather broken up team and were defeated 17-7. May
9 had us scheduled to play Yarmouth High at Yarmouth, but
the weather did not permit. The remainder of the games that
are to be played are as follows:—
May 12—Gorham High at Gorham.
May 16—Open.
May 23—Windham High at Scarboro.
May 26—Parsonsfield Seminary at Par-Sem.
May 30—Cornish High at Cornish.
June 4—Gorham Normal at Scarboro.
June 9—Yarmouth High at Scarboro.
June 13—Windham High at Windham.

BASKETBALL.
As for the basketball season we had two good teams; one
consisted of the girls’ team and the other was composed of the
boys’ team. Each team had a set of good players. We were all
very glad to hear at our last town meeting that the town had
voted to let the High School have the use of the hall for another
year, which will give us a chance to put a strong team onto the
smooth surface again next fall after school starts.
During the season the boys’ team played fourteen games; out
of that number they won seven and lost seven, thus giving them
a percentage of .500 for the season, which was very good, as they
were unable to get games with teams lighter than our own, and
we were handicapped greatly on account of the size and weight.
The longest trip that the team made was when they traveled to
Parsonsfield Seminary, the team leaving on a Friday morning
and not returning until the next day at noon. Even though they
got beaten, they were greatly pleased the way the Sem. boys
entertained them over night.
The team consisted of Carl Carter, Dan Carter, Elden Merrill,
Lonnie Charles, Dana Charles, Melville Johnson, Reddy Gower
and Hud Dyer. At the end of this year the school will lose

Carl Carter, Reddy Gower, and as Dyer has left, he will also be
among the missing.
The girls were not so fortunate as to get so many games as
the boys, and only played three games, losing them all. A great
school spirit was shown when both the High School teams went
to Biddeford to play two high school teams there. As a rooting
section, there were about fifty people went with the teams to
cheer for them. As a whole we wish to thank all the towns
people and outsiders for their support and interest shown toward
the school.
Our games were as follows:—
Scarboro High 22, Scarboro A. C. 14.
In a game which was a regular rough and tumble match, the
High School defeated the S. A. C. by the score of 22 to 14.
C. Carter played an exceptionally good game for the School,
while F. Libby and Wentworth were the shining lights on the
A. C.
In the second game of the season the High School again de
feated the A. C., this time by the score 29 to 19. Both teams
showed large improvement.
Scarboro High 25, Yarmouth Academy 20.
We defeated Yarmouth Academy on our own floor 25-20.
The game was interesting and free from roughness. Mer.rill
played a fine defensive game and also succeeded in caging a
pretty shot from the middle of the floor. C. Carter and Dyer,
also, played fast games. Colley and Johnson played a fine game
for Yarmouth.
The summary:—
Goals. Fouls. T.P.
S. H . S.
Goals. Fouls. T. P. Yarmouth A.
8
4
D y e r , I f ...........
2
0
4
D a h l q u i s t , I f ... ...
0
8
3 13
C . C a r t e r ......... .....
5
C o lle y , r f ...........
0
%
G o w e r ............... .....
0
6
J o h n s o n , c .....
3
0
0
0
0
2
W o o d , l b ............ ...
2
0
0
0
L. C h a r l e s ..... ..... 0
C u r t i s , r b ...........
11

3

8

25

Referee, Gilman. Timekeeper, Small. Three

10 -minute

periods.

4

20

Scarboro High 13, Gorham Normal 36.
On the afternoon of January 6 we went to Gorham to meet
the Gorham Normal team. We did not anticipate a victory for
they possessed a heavier and more experienced team, but we
felt sure of giving them a good rub, and this we did.
Gorham was the first to score, and we followed close behind
them. The game went on with Gorham piling up about two
baskets to our one. Our team played flashy ball at times, but
could not hold the pace. Our forwards made a few fine shots,
even if we were unaccustomed to such a large floor. At the end
of the first half the scoreboard read Gorham 18, Scarboro 6.
We went into the dressing room to get rested up, and decided
that we would make the score look different the next period.
But in spite of our best playing and attempts at long shots, as
well as short ones, Gorham continued to outplay us. Gorham’s
center played the best for them, being very fast on his feet and
an accurate shooter.
The game ended with the score Gorham 36, Scarboro 13. The
chief reason why we lost the game was that we were up against
one of the fastest teams in the state. This has been proved by
the games in which they defeated Deering High and Westbrook
Seminary in succession.
The summary:
S. H. S.
Goals. Fouls. T.P. Gorham.
Goals. Fouls. T.P.
Dyer, rf .............. 2
0
4
Beal, rf ............... 3
3
9
C. Carter, If, c ....
3
3
9
Prosser, If ..........
2
0
4
D. Carter, If ___
0
0
0
Robinson, If ....... 1
0
2
Gower, c .............
0
0
0
Knapp, c ............. 9
0
18
L. Charles, rb ....
0
0
0
Cobb, lb .............. 1
1
3
Merrill, l b ...... ...... .. 0
0
0
King, rb ............. 0
0
0
—
—
—
—
—
—
5
3
13
16
4
36
Referee, Smiley. Timer, Small. Two 20-minute periods.

1

Scarboro High 4, Westbrook Pioneers 10.
We lost the first game of the season on our own floor to the
Pioneers of Westbrook. This game was fast and furious. For

two periods the score stood a tie, but in the last period the West
brook team went ahead, which meant the game for them. Dyer
and Carter played well for Scarboro, while Robinson and Jordan
put up a fine game for the Pioneers.
Scarboro High 6, South Portland High 42.
We lost the next game to South Portland, 42 to 6, on the
Union Gym surface. Barry starred for South Portland, while
C. Carter put up a good game for Scarboro.
Scarboro High 27, Jackson Grammar 15.
Scarboro took Jackson Grammar into camp by the score of
27 to 15. This game was featured by its roughness. Dyer
played the best game for Scarboro.
Scarboro High 7, Butler Independents 27.
A team representing the Butler Independents defeated .us 27
to 7. Scarboro was without the services of C. Carter, the hard
working forward. O’Connell and Johnson played well for the
Butlers, while Dyer starred for Scarboro.
Scarboro High 19, Yarmouth Academy 17.
We defeated Yarmouth for the second time of the season, this
time by only two points, 19 to 17. The game was very interest
ing, though at times rather slow. Both Scarboro backs played
a strong defensive game, while Johnson and C. Carter scored
most of the points. Colley played well for Yarmouth.
Scarboro High 17, Parsonsfield Seminary 64.
Our worst defeat of the season came from the Parsonsfield
Seminary team at Parsonsfield. We were handicapped by the
small floor and the low ceiling. Wilson and Magoon played well

for the Par-Sem boys, and Dyer and D. Carter scored most of
the points for Scarboro. We thank the Par-Sem fellows for the
courtesy shown us and the fine hospitality given us.
Scarboro High 10, Biddeford High 19.
We lost to Biddeford at National Hall by the score of 19 to 10.
This was a rough game, and with Biddeford’s football tactics
we were helpless. C. Carter put up a grand fight for Scarboro,
while Darcy did good work for Biddeford.
Scarboro High 26, Biddeford High 16.
The next game was a return game with Biddeford on our floor,
at the Town Hall, Oak Hill. We defeated Biddeford 26 to 16.
This was a battle royal. Scarboro went into the game deter
mined to win, and rushed the Biddeford warriors off their feet
by a series of flashy plays. When the first half ended the score
stood 14 to 4 in Scarboro’s favor. In the next period Biddeford
made a strong come-back and made the Scarboro boys work for
the game. C. Carter played well for the home team, while
Murphy shone for Biddefor'd. The referee, “Father” Anderson,
held the game strictly to the rules and allowed each team a large
number of free throws, Biddeford 24, Scarboro 26.
The last two games were with the Independents and the A. C.
The first we defeated 10 to 8 in a fast, rough game; the second
we lost 15 to 14 in a fast and exciting game.
The girls’ team played three games, losing them all. The first
was against a picked team from the former students of the
school. The second was against Biddeford in National Hall,
and the third was against the same team at the Town Hall, Oak
Hill. The girls put up extremely fine games for the amount of
practice they were able to have, and developed good material for
next year, when we hope to have a strong winning team.

Oak Leaves, Vassalboro, Maine.—A good paper, but why not a
few more stories?
The Magnet, Leominster, Mass. — Your stories are very in
teresting.
E.
L. H. S. Oracle, Auburn, Maine.—A good paper, and made
very interesting by your poems and short stories.
The What-Not, Milton, Oregon.—Very good for a paper of its
size.

Red and White, Mount Carmel, Penn.—Your athletic and school
notes are very interesting.
The Racquet, Portland, Maine.—A dandy paper. Your stories
are exceptionally fine.
The Megunticook, Camden, Maine. — Your local and athletic
columns are worth reading.
Par-Scm, Parsonsfield, Maine. — A great paper from cover to
cover. All is interesting.
The Crescent, Buxton Center, Maine.—Your literary department
is good, and your cover design attractive.
The Rostrum, Guilford, Maine.—You have a fine athletic column,
and your locals are good.

Biddeford Store 121-123 Main St.
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Saco Store 170 Main St.
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G raduation Dresses
and Dress Accessories
of all kinds in an excellent variety, at prices
that are decidedly
modest.
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Eastman Bros. & Bancroft
P ortland, M aine.
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Mrs. A . H. Moulton, Prop.
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Telephone 37-3
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WEST SCARBORO, ME.
Please Patronise Our Advertisers

West End Dairy Co.
Frozen Dainties
Telephone 241

40-42 Custom House Wharf

Dry Goods,

Portland, Maine

Department Store

529 and S3S Congress Street, Portland, Me.
Ladies’ Suits, Coats, Waists, Street and Evening Costumes
Men’s Furnishings and Underwear
Say You Saw it in the “Four Corners'

Compliments of
F. M. LOW & CO.
Portland,
Maine
“Clothes of the Better Kind”

Oren Hooper’s Sons
Are with you wherever you live—Why? Because our F r e e
Telephone Service 3290-3291 is at your disposal wherever you
are. We pay the toll charge. We want to open an account
with you.

Furniture, and Complete Outfits for the
Home, from Cellar to Garret

Holmes Shoe Co.,

,

Portland Me.

C om p lim en ts o f th e

Deering Ice Cream Co.
1 8 4 S t. John S tr e e t, P ortlan d

T ry S h a w ’s Pop Corn a t D u n stan C orner E v e ry S u n d a y

Q. W . K N IG H T
General Merchandise, Groceries,
Boots, Shoes, Grain, Fertilizer
and Seeds.
W EST SCARBORO,

MAINE

M. T.
Dealer in

Groceries, Genera 1 Merchandise
Kodaks and Supplies
Prouf’s
The

Neck and Scarboro

S h a w B u s m e s s C o lle g e
SHORTHAND

BUSINESS
TELEGRAPHY
has
of
institution
for
thirty
has been
been the
the policy
policy
of this
this
institution
for
thirty
»«nr, wri
——___ 1_ - the
J.Un purchaser’s
„ ...n U n .n t t 'n right
t-i I'.Vlf to
fft
years.
We recognize
an examination
ext miration of the goods, and a test of their quality before payment is required. No
other school
:hool in New England has faith enough in you or itself to allow this. Full satisfac*
tion or noo payment.
PORTLAND
AUGUSTA
BANGOR

/Vo Pavm pnf in AHl/zmro
n u r a y m j u i 111 navance

Fred M. Newcomb & Son
Groceries and
General Merchandise
SCARBORO BEACH

and

PRO U T’S NECK

Compliments of 0 . E. Sherm an, Qorham, He.
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